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W e propose a new method for local metric learning based on a conical combination 

of Mahalanobis metrics and pair-wise similarities between the data. Its formula-

tion allows for controlling the rank of the metrics' weight matrices. We also offer a con-

vergent algorithm for training the associated model. Experimental results on a collection 

of classification problems imply that the new method may offer notable performance ad-

vantages over alternative metric learning approaches that have recently appeared in the 

literature.  
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Introduction 

Conclusions 

 Many Machine Learning Problems and algorithms entail the computation of distanc-

es , for example, k-nearest neighbor and k-Means algorithm. 

 Euclidean distance metric, or a weighted variation, the Mahalanobis metric, are most 

encountered. However, the fixed metric may not perform well for all problems. 

 Data-driven approaches to infer the best metric for a given dataset is called metric 

learning.  

 Through side information (similar or dissimilar) from training data, a weight matrix of 

Mahalanobis metric can be learned to move similar data points closer while mapping 

dissimilar points apart. This is done so that an eventual application of a KNN decision 

rule exhibits improved performance. 

 Many current metric learning model focus only on learning one single, global metric. 

However, this global metric may not be well-suited in some settings that entail multi-

modality or non-linearity.  

Problem Formulation 

Algorithm 

Experiments 

 Through learning local metrics that takes into account the location and similarity char-

acteristics of the data, we may have better KNN classification performance as illustrat-

ed in Fig 1. 

Fig. 1. The dataset that illustrates the potential advantages of learning a local metric instead of a global one. (a) Original data 

distribution. (b) Data distribution in the feature space obtained by learning a global metric. (c) Data distribution in the feature 

space obtained by learning a local metric 
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 We propose a new local metric learning approach—Reduced-Rank Local Metric Learn-

ing (             ). 

 The local metric in our method is modeled as a conical combination of Mahalanobis 

metrics. 

 The proposed model is able to control the rank of the involved linear mappings 

through a sparsity-inducing matrix norm. 

 We supply an algorithm for training the model and prove that the set of fixed points of 

the algorithm includes the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) points. 

 Running               on 9 benchmarks and compare the results with other recent global or 

local metric learning methods, our method exhibits the best classification accuracy in 7 

out of the 9 datasets. 

 Let                               for any positive integer      and we have a training set                    

and corresponding pair-wise sample similarities arranged in a matrix                       as 

side information.  

 If       and       are similar, then             ; if other wise, then             .  

 Mahalanobis distance between two samples       and       is defined 

as                                                            , where                  is a positive semi-definite matrix 

(denoted as           ), which we will refer to as the weight matrix of the metric. 

 If            , the previous metric becomes the usual Euclidean distance.  

 Being positive semi-definite, the weight matrix can be expressed as               ,         

where                 with           . The previously defined distance can be expressed             

as:                                            . 

 In our work, we assume the metric involved is expressed as a conical combinations    

of            Mahalanobis metrics. We also define a vector               for each local metric    . 

 The       element      of this vector may be regarded as a measure of how important met-

ric    is, when computing distances involving the       training sample.  

 We constrain the vectors      to belong to                                                                        , 

where ’   ‘ denotes component-wiseordering. The fact that the     ‘s need to sum up to 

the all-ones vector    forces at least one metric to be relevant.  

 The weight matrix for each pair           of training samples is given as                  . We 

could formulate the following minimization problem: 

 

 

 

    where                           and               denotes the rank of matrix      .           Controls the 

    penalty of violating the previous desiteratum. The final term controls the rank. 

 The above formulation could be simplified. Let                      be the hinge function de-

fined as                          for all          . Obviously,                                        . Besides, we 

could also replace the final term into the nuclear norm of      , which is the sum of     ‘s 

singular values. The simplified formulation is: 

 

 

    where       denotes the nuclear norm; And                              ,      is a singular value. 

 We use two steps algorithm to solve problem (2). Step one, the problem is minimized 

over      while      is fixed. Step two,      are considered fixed, the problem is a non-

convex problem w.r.t      . 

 For the first step, problem (3) becomes an unconstrained minimization problem and 

has the form                    , where     is the parameter we trying to minimize over. The 

hinge loss function          is non-differentiable and          is a non-smooth, convex regu-

larization term. We use the Proximal Subgradient Descent (PSD) to solve this problem. 

 For second step, we consider a matrix      associated to the       metric, whose element is 

defined as:                                                       . Then problem (3) becomes                             . 

Let               be the vector that results from concatenating all individual      vectors into 

a single vector. 

 Define the matrix                                                      . Based on the previous definitions,  

 

    the cost function becomes           and the constraint becomes:  

                                                            , where                      and     denotes the Kronecker  

   product and      is the             identity matrix.  

 The above cost function is non-convex since     is almost always indefinite. We employ 

a Majorization Minimization (MM) approach. 

(1) 

(3) 

(6) 

 MM first requires identifying a function of     that majorizes the objective function. 

Let                       , where              is the largest eigenvalue.  Based on this, we define a       

matrix                     is negative semi-definite.   Since                                     , we have            

that                                                        for all            and equality only if           . So we could 

use the following minimization problem to approximate the true non-convex problem: 

 

 The above problem is solvable as the nex theorem implies: 

Theorem 1. Let                   ,                                     and          . The unique minimizer      of  

 

 

has the form                                                      , where     is the      element of     and              is the 

Lagrange multiplier vector associated to the equality constraint.  

 Algorithm is summarized 

in Algorithm 1. 

 We also prove the follow-

ing theorem: 

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 

yields a convergent, non-

increasing sequence of cost 

function values relevant to 

Problem (3). Furthermore, the set of fixed points of the iterative map embodied by Algo-

rithm 1 includes the KKT points of Problem (3). 

 The dataset we used are from the 

UCI machine learning repository 

and the Delve Dataset Collection. 

 We assign the testing sample     ‘s     

vector the value of the correspond-

ing vector associated to   ‘s nearest 

(in terms of Euclidean distance) 

training sample. 

Table 1. Details of benchmark data sets. For the Letter and Pendigits da-

tasets, only 4 and 5 classes were considered respectively.  

Experiments 1: Number of local metrics 

 We show the performance of              varies with respect to the number of local metrics K. 

the results are shown in Fig. 2. We claim the number of metrics might mot necessarily be 

equal to the number of classes of dataset. 

Fig. 2.                classification accuracy results on the 9 benchmark datasets for varying number K of local metrics. #C indicates the 

number of classes of each dataset.  

Experiments 2: Comparisons 

 We compared              with other metric learning algorithms, including Euclidean met-

ric KNN, ITML [6], LMNN [5], LMNN-MM [9], GLML [11] and PLML [12].  

 Both ITML and LMNN learn a global metric, while LMNN-MM, GLML and PLML are 

local metric learning algorithms.  

 After the metrics are learned, the KNN classifier is utilized for classification with k 

(number of nearest neighbors) set to 5. 

 For each dataset, we use K’s optimal value as established in the previous series of ex-

periments, while the regularization parameter    was chosen via a validation procedure 

over the set {0.01,0.1,1,10,100}. 

 For pair-wise model comparisons, we employed McNemar’s test. Since there are 7 al-

gorithms to be compared, we use Holm’s step-down procedure as a multiple hypothe-

sis testing method to control the Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER) [22] of the resulting 

pair-wise McNemar’s tests. The results are reported in Table 2. 
Table 2. Percent accuracy results of 7 algorithms on 9 benchmark datasets. For each dataset, the statistically best and compara-

ble results for a family-wise significance level of 0.05 are highlighted in boldface. All algorithms are ranked from best to worst; 

algorithms share the same rank, if their performance is statistically comparable.  

 We proposed a new local metric learning model, namely Reduced-Rank Local Metric 

Learning (            ).  

 In order to solve our proposed formulation, a two-step algorithm is showcased, which 

iteratively solves two sub-problems in an alternating fashion. 

 We have demonstrated that our algorithm converges and that its fixed points include 

the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) points of our proposed formulation. 

 In the first experiment, we varied the number of local metrics K and discussed the in-

fluence of K on classification accuracy. 

 In the second experiment, we compared              with other metric learning algorithms 

and demonstrated that our proposed method is highly competitive. 
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